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● Creating an upstream to downstream pipeline [2]

When an engineer I work closely with first suggested we work on the Service Telemetry Framework docs upstream and then synchronize downstream, I was excited and enthusiastic but pretty clueless as to how to even begin.

There are lots of advantages to single-sourcing your content: you and the engineers save time on working on one set of docs, quality of upstream docs should improve, and if a change occurs, you only have to update it in one place.

● Customers realize Multi-Cloud benefits of OpenShift [3]

IDC further predicted that, "Through 2024, 75% of CIOs will reshape all IT resources, including budgets, assets, and talent, to support real-time resource allocation and enterprise agility, dramatically reducing fixed costs."

The key to unlocking these business innovations is the open hybrid cloud model. Incorporating multiple hardware providers, hardware types, locations, devices, developers, services and billing models, the hybrid cloud model of application delivery enables developers to innovate around the globe, at the edge, with AI, at scale and with reliability.

● OpenShift Commons Briefing: Workload Consistency During Ceph Updates and Adding New Storage Devices with Red Hat's Sagy Volkovb [4]
This is the second briefing of the ?All Things Data? series of OpenShift Commons briefings. Future briefings are Tuesdays at 8:00am PST, so reach out with any topics you?re interested in and remember to bookmark the OpenShift Commons Briefing calendar!

In this second briefing for the ?All Things Data? OpenShift Commons series, Red Hat?s Sagy Volkov gave a live demonstration of an OpenShift workload remaining online and running while Ceph storage updates and additions were being performed. This workload resilience and consistency during storage updates and additions is crucial to maintaining highly available applications in your OpenShift clusters.

- **Red Hat OpenShift Installation Process Experiences on IBM Z/LinuxONE**[5]

  OpenShift stands out as a leader with a security-focused, supported Kubernetes platform?including a foundation based on Red Hat Enterprise Linux.

  But we already knew all that, the game changer for OpenShift, is the release of OCP version 4.x: OpenShift 4 is powered by Kubernetes Operators and Red Hat?s commitment to full-stack security, so you can develop and scale big ideas for the enterprise.

  OpenShift started with distributed systems. It was eventually extended to IBM Power Systems, and now it is available on IBM Z. This creates a seamless user experience across major architectures such as x86, PPC and s390x!

- **Connect PHP 7 to Oracle Database using packages from Oracle Linux Yum Server**[6]

  We recently added PHP 7.4 to our repos on Oracle Linux yum server. These repos include also include the PHP OCI8 extension to connect your PHP applications to Oracle database.

  In this post I describe the steps to install PHP 7.4, PHP OCI8 and Oracle Instant Client on Oracle Linux to connect PHP to Oracle Database. For this blog post, I used a free Autonomous Database included in Oracle Cloud Free Tier.

- **Fedora Community Blog: Fedora 32 Cloud Test Day March 20th**[7]

  Now that the Fedora Beta is officially released, the Fedora Cloud SIG would like to get the community together this week to find and squash some bugs. We are organizing a test day for Friday, March 20th.

  For this event we?ll test Fedora Cloud Base content. See the Alternative Downloads Beta Page for links to the Beta Cloud Base Images. We have qcow, AMI, and ISO images ready for
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